Outreach to Coalitions and Area Determination
One of ETCleanFuels’ main roles in this Project will be to assist NFPA and other Lead Coalitions in the selection
of 30 Clean Cities Coalitions and ideal Training Session Areas for the Training Sessions to occur. This will involve
both broad and high-touch communications with Clean Cities Coalitions around the country.
Guidance for location selection of Training Session areas is as follows:
● Area must represent a healthy diversity of end-users, officials & facilitators, and “second responders”
● Area must be within the operating range of a Clean Cities Coalition
● Clean Cities Coalition administering the Training Session must have the resources to successfully
conduct outreach, organization, and implementation of the Training Session

Initial outreach to Coalitions
ETCleanFuels will utilize the latest version of the Clean Cities Coalition Staff email list to solicit interest in hosting
Training Sessions. In order to determine fit and interest for Training Session Area Selection, ETCleanFuels will
develop a Clean Cities Coalition Poll that interested Coalitions will complete. One important metric when
determining final Areas for Training Sessions will be the analyzed results of this poll.
In addition to e-mail communications and broad polling, ETCleanFuels will conduct outreach to trusted and
well-established Clean Cities Coalitions that we have worked closely with in the past. We will target Coalitions
that operate in different “zones” of the United States to ensure a diversity of geographical and demographic
representations are included in our high-touch outreach. We will begin this high-touch outreach after we receive
the responses from the general email outreach and review the poll. This will determine which Coalitions we reach
out to directly and in which areas of the country we need to focus on recruiting interested Coalitions.

Interpreting outreach data
These two approaches (one broad, one high-touch) will provide us with two lists of potential Coalitions to host
Training Sessions and operating areas from which to choose our final 30 locations. From these two datasets,
ETCleanFuels will first identify any synergies between Coalition interest and Coalition recommendations. Any
Coalitions that appear in both datasets will automatically be added to the list of final location candidates for
Training Sessions.
At ETCleanFuels determination, we will also add other strong candidates from both datasets to our list of final
location candidates. Once a final list of 35-40 candidates is determined, we will plot each Coalition’s operating
area on a map to visualize the diversity of geographic and demographic areas proposed for Training Sessions.
This visualization will allow ETCleanFuels and NFPA to determine whether the appropriate diversity of areas has
been identified; from there, we will decide whether or not we need to reevaluate our final list.
After these deliberations, we will conduct outreach to our final list of Coalitions and confirm interest in
participation. The first 30 Coalitions to respond with confirmed interest will be considered as the final Areas
selected for Training Sessions to occur.

Digital outreach & dissemination
Of the public- and Coalition-facing aspects of outreach and dissemination for the NFPA’s EV Training Sessions,
the majority of the effort in the digital space will be public-facing. While Coalitions generally utilize digital
communications with each other and with their stakeholders, the specificity of information required for
Coalitions to fully understand the expectations and logistics of these training sessions requires a high-touch
approach generally not conducive to digital media.
The major exception to this high-key approach will be a section of the forthcoming Project Website that will
provide an overview of the project, a summary of the content of the Training Sessions, as well as materials to
assist Coalitions in the planning and implementation of the Sessions. Such content will be made available to all
Coalitions and will work in concert with high-touch communications with Coalition leaders during the Coalition
outreach stage of the project.
On the other hand, our public-facing efforts will benefit enormously from a well-thought and well-implemented
digital media campaign, utilizing various web and social media platforms to reach a wide audience of end-users,
officials, facilitators, and “second responders.”
ETCleanFuels plans to mobilize expertise in organic and paid social media promotion, keyword-targeted
cost-per-click promotion on search engines such as Google, as well as search-engine optimized content on a
WordPress-based web platform that will enable our public audience to discover not only a general overview of
the Training Sessions, but the ability to find, share, and register for Sessions in their area.

WordPress-based web platform
WordPress is the world’s leading web-based Content Management System (CMS), currently running on millions
of websites worldwide and enabling a smooth, reliable, and deeply customizable user experience. ETCleanFuels
has been utilizing the WordPress platform for its own websites for over ten years, and can leverage significant
front- and back-end knowledge to develop a web platform fully suitable for the needs of this project.
Because WordPress boasts a robust back-end user database and and easily implemented user registration
portal (customizable through a wide range of third-party “plug-ins” that can augment the baked-in services in
“vanilla” WordPress), the web platform we develop for this project will be able to track user visitation, interest, and
registration for events with ease.

“Avada” theme for WordPress
Like most CMS platforms currently utilized on the web, the WordPress frontend is generally customized in
appearance and functionality using a “theme” system, which allows the construction of consistent aesthetics
and user experiences across every page of a website. There are thousands of WordPress themes available to
platform developers that are of wide-ranging quality and scope.
ETCleanFuels utilizes the same WordPress theme for nearly all of its web properties. Avada is one of the most
well-supported and customizable themes available for the WordPress platform, and is able to integrate most
third-party plug-ins to further augment the services that come with its package. Avada is considered a “Premium”
theme and generally costs ~$60 USD for a single lifetime license. This one-time fee will enable unlimited, lifetime
use of the theme for the NFPA project website to be developed by ETCleanFuels.

The deployment of the Avada theme on our WordPress backend will enable ETCleanFuels to develop a
well-considered, consistent aesthetic and user experience across the entire website, as well as providing
user-tracking and targeting tools that will be useful to collect public data towards ensuring broad participation in
the Training Sessions.

Example of Avada theme on TNCleanFuels website

Example of other layout using Avada theme for Wordpress

Tools for web platform ideation and structure
ETCleanFuels currently operates ~5 web properties for its various projects and has considerable experience
planning logical user experiences and aesthetic designs. We utilize three tools in particular to develop these
structures and aesthetics.
Gloomaps is a simple, powerful site-mapping tool that allows developers to plot out the page structure of a web
property before any development or design work begins. ETCleanFuels will work in concert with NFPA to develop
the structure of the site (including notes on the content of each page, menu-structure for user-interface
navigation, and the relationship between each page on the website) before the site is actually built out on the
WordPress platform.

Example of GlooMaps site-mapping platform
Coolors is a widely used color-palette development tool that uses relational color logic to produce web-based
color palettes for any kind of project. Before any design implementation is conducted on the WordPress
platform, ETCleanFuels will develop a clean dual- or tri-color palette with lighter and darker shades for each color.
The palette will be loaded into the Avada backend options so that any new pages developed for the site will
automatically utilize the palette, saving development time and ensuring consistency across the entire site.

Example of color-palette created using Coolors
Canva is a web-based graphic design tool that is incredibly useful for quickly generating custom content for
websites and social media. Canva has “Brand Kit” functionality that will allow ETCleanFuels to upload logos, color
palettes, and project fonts to allow for design consistency. Because Canva engages freelance designers to
create templates for hundreds of digital media assets, creating graphical content for the Project website will be
easily managed by ETCleanFuels with the input of NFPA.

Example graphic created using Canva’s design tools and Brand Kit tools

Events management plug-in
Because one of the main functions of the website will be to promote local Training Sessions to the public, a
robust event management system is a necessity for the Project website. ETCleanFuels has conducted research
into a variety of WordPress plug-ins that can provide the depth and customizability of function that this Project
requires. During the website development phase, ETCleanFuels will implement demo versions of several
well-supported plug-ins to test their functionality and determine the best fit for the Project.
The Events Manager plugin is completely focused on event management only, whereas other plugins can be
used for other purposes, such as CRM and sales lead generating tools. But being limited to just event
management places this plugin among the most comprehensive tools for event planners juggling between
projects.
Their main feature is booking management flexibility for all types of events, like single day, recurring or long
(multi-day) events. The Events Manager basic version will allow ETCleanFuels to quickly set up an event
registration page, but their Pro version (starting at $75 for one site) allows for advanced setups like payment
options and multiple bookings.
If even more features and functionalities are needed, Events Manager allows for advanced usage. They offer
Flexible Developer API access. The Events Manager also offers thorough documentation and tutorials for
support.
MightyForms is a form builder specialized in workflow automation and lead generation. It has a flexible and
easy-to-use interface and offers features to create custom automated online forms from scratch or a free
template.
It is a notable solution for building a flexible registration form for events because it integrates incredibly easily
with WordPress and Avada. It offers:
●

Unlimited fields

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Completely automated workflow, from registration to lead generation
Responsive forms on any device (desktop, tablet, or mobile)
Drag and drop editor facilitates repositioning and resizing of any field
Variety of customizable templates available for the events industry
Abandoned Form Recovery feature keeps track of all submissions in real-time, even abandoned forms
Seamless integrations (i.e. Google Maps, Google Tag Manager, Google Analytics, Mailchimp, Weglot,
Zapier, and much more)
Customizable automatic responder, like success messages after submission
Easy replication of forms for multiple or recurring events
Schedule Field that can sync with Google Calendar and Zoom
Limiting Form Access to automatically avoid overbooking or late registrants
Recall information feature to personalize form questions
Duplicate Step feature to have multiple attendees registered within the same form

Keyword-targeted search engine outreach
All major search engines offer cost-per-click paid outreach options for businesses and other organizations, and
ETCleanFuels has utilized the outreach platform of one search engine in particular -- Google AdWords -- to
considerable effect.
Because Google AdWords uses a cost-per-click model of link promotion, ETCleanFuels can be incredibly specific
in the kinds of search strings our outreach efforts are directed towards. We can choose the precise keywords
that we want our events and other content to appear at the top of search results for.
For example, we could use keyword- and location-based targeting to ask Google to show a specific event at the
top of search results. When a user searches for a specific keyword string (“ev training in my area,” or “local EV
preparedness” are two top contenders), we can request that Google to use that user’s geographic location to
show the event registration page (as well as event date, time, location) to that user at the top of their search
results. Google would then charge a small cost-per-click fee if the user clicks on our AdWords event (costs range
from $0.50 to $5 depending on the “competition” for that space).
Because NFPA is a nonprofit organization, the Google for Nonprofits program may be able to subsidize some of
the costs for AdWords outreach. ETCleanFuels will work with NFPA to see if participation in this program is
possible.

Organic and paid social media outreach
A robust social media outreach campaign will be essential to seeing strong registration for Project Training
Sessions. Because ETCleanFuels operates over a dozen social media accounts for our various projects and
retains a full-time Communications Coordinator who oversees all social media content, we are well positioned to
lead social media outreach efforts for the Project.

Organic social media outreach
Organic social media outreach is the most common way to increase event and brand awareness as well as give
credibility to a program by asking accounts with a steady following to promote their content. This will be vital in
the promotional efforts for NFPA’s EV Training Sessions.

All involved Clean Cities Coalitions will be asked to share information about these sessions individually using
their Coalition social media accounts. Photos, graphics, and necessary session information will be distributed to
these Coalitions to ensure a consistent, quality message is being shared. These social media pieces will be
shared with Coalitions via an “Outreach Kit” that will be prepared in advance and emailed to Coalition leaders. By
sharing the necessary information and easy-to-share graphics with Coalitions, this should encourage them to
post about the sessions.
Coalitions will also be encouraged to use their creativity and knowledge of outreach in their areas to create the
most effective promotional content for the sessions.

Examples of previous event graphics created using Canva and posted to social media
The East TN Clean Fuels team will post about the sessions using the TN Clean Fuels (a combination of
Middle-West TCF and East TCF) properties. The social media efforts will be focused primarily on Facebook,
Twitter, and LinkedIn with some posting on Instagram as it fits. By posting on the TN Clean Fuels platforms, we
will reach an audience of approximately 4,100 dedicated followers and several hundred others through general
reach, many in relevant fleet management, government, and Clean Cities Coalition fields. This will be a similar
case for many of the other involved Coalitions when they share information about the sessions with their
audiences.

Paid social media outreach
Paid social media outreach is the fastest way to reach the largest audience on social media. This is achieved
through focused social media campaigns, boosted social media posts, and targeting audience segmentation.
Primarily, paid advertising will focus on utilizing the Facebook advertising platform. Some advertising will be
present on Instagram because of Instagram’s attachment to Facebook. A small amount of advertising funding
will be used on Twitter as needed. The funding for the paid social media outreach will be distributed in one of two
ways..

Example of Facebook advertising performance metrics for $500, week long campaign

Options for Coalitions
Coalitions will have the option to have the funding given directly to them to
set up their own social media campaigns on their accounts. If Coalitions
choose this first option, East TN Clean Fuels will help the other Coalition set
up the audience targeting portion of the campaign in order to ensure the
best audience for the sessions is reached. This will include targeting the
geographic region that the session is taking place along with using focused
keywords to target social media users who would fall within the ideal
audience for these sessions.
The second option for Coalitions would be to allow East TN Clean Fuels to
use the funding on their behalf. This would entail the Coalitons allowing a
staff member of East TN Clean Fuels to have access to their Coalition social
media account along with the adjacent advertising account. Once access is
granted, we would use the account to create a campaign with all the
necessary audience targeting factors, review the analytics during and after
the campaign, and manage the questions and comments that arise from
campaign posts.
Example of Facebook ad in news feed

FuelsFix outreach efforts
East TN Clean Fuels manages a national, alternative fuels and Clean Cities Coalition focused news website
called FuelsFix. Along with the website, FuelsFix publishes a monthly newsletter, a quarterly “Editor’s Picks”
newsletter, and several successful social media profiles. The greatest benefit of a FuelsFix sponsorship is being
able to reach a very specific audience of people interested in or working in the alternative fuels industry,
especially with a focus on electric vehicles.
FuelsFix will be able to offer NFPA a generous sponsorship package for the proposed budget of $4,650 per year.
The package will include digital outreach space on the website and within the newsletters, social media
promotion, and several sponsored articles. The package is broken down as follows:

Digital Advertising:
● Megaboard Advertisement: $425 quarterly
● Megabanner Advertisement: $298 quarterly
● Rectangle Advertisement: $191 quarterly
● Inclusion in Newsletters: $170 quarterly
● Social Media Promotion: $85 quarterly
● Advertisement Design: $58 one time (No advertisement rotations)
● Total Cost: $3,050

Example of MegaBoard advertisement at the top of FuelsFix.com

Example of MegaBanner advertisement in the middle of FuelsFix.com homepage

Example of Rectangle advertisement in sidebar of FuelsFix.com homepage

Sponsored Posts
● $100 per Sponsored Article on FuelsFix.com
○ 8 Total Posts
○ $25 per Sponsored Article to be dedicated to advertising article on Facebook
● $50 per Hour for Authoring Services
○ 8 Total Posts
○ ~2 hours per Post for Authoring Services
● Total Cost: $1600
Grand Total: $4,650
Included in the above FuelsFix package are three different discounts, which include an annual discount, a
nonprofit discount, and bundle discount. This package is set up to be a one year contract from the date the
advertisements start, and it will need to be renewed for the second year of the program. The advertising package
can be adjusted during the second year to fit the needs of the program.
Example of advertisement in FuelsFix monthly newsletter

Example of Sponsored Post on FuelsFix.com

Example of ‘Sponsored’ Facebook post ($25 Boosted
Post)

Examples of FuelsFix social media promotion (Twitter)

“Ready for EVs” Website & Digital Branding
The project website, with the URL ReadyforEVs.com, will be the home and main source of project information
and digital presence. The project website will include a summary of the content of the workshops, an overall
project summary, materials to assist Coalitions in the outreach and implementation of these workshops, a
registration form for the workshops, and a contact form made available to anyone interested in the project.
The website will also be the home for the program branding and graphics that Coalitions will use to promote
these events. The branding guidelines, included below, will outline our expectations for the branding of these
workshops in order to keep a consistent message across the program as a whole.

Brand Guidelines
The below brand guidelines are what is expected to be used across the project website, social media promotion,
and by Coalitions when doing outreach and promotion for their individual workshops. Brand guidelines ensure a
consistent message across large projects and help with continuity across the project as a whole.

Color Palette:

Font: Belleza, Montserrat

Logos:

*All white version of the logo to be included at a later date.

